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FOSS Environmentally Friendly Tube

Please do not stretch the tube. 
Otherwise, it may result in deformation of the tube,

 or breakage around the valve part while pumping, due to over length. 

No stretching!

Warning：



1Instructions

FOSS tube is 100% recyclable,
so you can truly be green!

Environmental Protection Recyclable



2Put on rim tape

FOSS high pressure rim tape is a must.

Make sure the rim tape put right in the middle.



The tube junction
 must be in the 

front of the valve.

Please note the position of tube junction.

3Proper Installation:

Make sure of the tube junction positioned correctly.

Cycling direction

Installation direction



Improper installation

Cycling direction

4Proper Installation:

Installation direction

Warning! Improper installation may lead to twisted tube.

Improper installation may lead to twisted tube. It may cause tube breakage at the worst.



5Step 1



6Step 2

Put on the tube

Starting from the valve part, put the tube into the tire orderly in one direction as illustrated above.

Do it as instructed, to prevent the tube from being jammed inside.
Warning：



7Step 3

Put on the tube

Then, do it orderly in the other direction as illustrated above until the whole tube fits in.  

Warning：
Too much stretch may result in deformation of the tube! 



Step 4 8

Fit in the tire

Starting from the opposite side of the valve (as illustrated above), fit in the tire orderly in both
directions simultaneously.  



Step 5 9

After the tire is fitted, 
press the valve inward.

Next, pull the valve outward, 
to prevent the valve 

part from being jammed inside.

Adjust the valve

Warning：
If no press and pull to adjust the valve, it may result in deformation 
or breakage while pumping, due to the valve being jammed inside. 



Step 6 10

Inflate the tube

First, pump it to 0.5 psi only.
Ensure the tube keep clinging to the wall of rim while pumping! 



Step 7 11

At 0.5 psi, massage and adjust the tube to fit into the rim. 

after inflation

not fit

well fit

It may result in damage
to the tube.

Adjust the tube

Warning:
It’s important to massage the tube at 0.5 psi.
This step will prevent the tube from not fully expanded.



Finished



Clean the tube.

Patch

1 Set the puncture 
in the middle.

2 Peel off the backing.  
Press the patch 
on the tube firmly.

3 Done.4

*This is a self-adhesive patch.  No need to use sand paper.

FOSS Patch
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